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With the recent advance in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the rapidly booming development of Internet of Things 
(IoT), AIoT in combining AI and IoT has become an emerging technology that brings ubiquitous intelligence to end  
users. Contact-free sensing that serves as one cornerstone of AIoT keeps growing to undertake more challenges 
(e.g., dynamic wireless environments), particularly after the emergence of portable and highly integrated  
commodity-grade WiFi/radar/sonar-style devices. AIoT-enabled applications such as human and environment 
monitoring, which used to be dominated by computer vision, can now be realized by WiFi/radar/sonar-enabled 
sensing. Consequently, there is an increasing interest in the AIoT community to establish a novel research direction 
in terms of analyzing sensory or wireless data gathered by WiFi/radar/sonar-enabled contact-free sensing methods 
and devices, exploring the potential risks of sensing devices, and further protecting the security and privacy of 
sensing devices. As a result, we would like to invite researchers in this field to share their experiences and new ideas 
to promote subsequent research and practical adoption. 

Topics 
This special issue is dedicated to highlighting the cutting-edge methods and latest research in the field of contact-
free sensing, primarily in terms of exploring the latest machine learning analytics to extract information from the 
consequent sensory data, and investigating potential risk and countermeasures to ensure the security and privacy 
of sensing devices. It allows researchers in AIoT community to demonstrate their new ideas which may potentially 
reshape the future of contact-free sensing. We intend to keep the scope of our special issue both focused and 
inspiring, so we plan to invite submissions from all over the world and encourage submissions covering various AIoT 
topics including but not limited to the following: 

• Novel contact-free sensing techniques and designs 
• Novel low power sensing systems 
• Novel machine learning methods for contact-free sensing systems  
• Novel fusion techniques for multimodal or cross-modal contact-free sensing 
• Novel contact-free sensing techniques for AIoT applications (e.g., gesture recognition, object detection and 

classification)  
• UWB, FMCW, Wi-Fi, RFID, acoustic, and LTE/5G sensing and positioning, SLAM 
• System-level simulation and prototyping for AIoT sensing  
• Hardware-level efficient designs and implementations 
• Hardware/Software security issues in AIoT sensing  
• Side-channel attack and defense for AIoT sensing 
• Privacy leakage and countermeasure in AIoT sensing  



 
Important Dates 

• Submissions deadline: December 23, 2022 
• First-round review decisions: January 31, 2023 
• Deadline for revision submissions: March 20, 2023 
• Notification of final decisions: April 3, 2023 
• Tentative publication: Early 2023 

 
Submission Information 
Submissions to this special issue will be reviewed by the special Issue Editors to ensure the quality standards of ACM 
Transactions on Sensor Networks (TOSN). Papers that do not pass this initial screening will be immediately returned. 
Reviewers will apply those standards in forming recommendations for acceptance, revision, or rejection. Papers 
should be formatted with TOSN style (https://dl.acm.org/journal/tosn/author-guidelines). Prospective contributors 
should submit their papers directly to the online submission system (https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/tosn). 
Authors please choose the special Issue on “SI: Contact-free Smart Sensing in AIoT” in the online submission 
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